LEAN

The Lean Pathways

The world’s most powerful
business system.

MANIFESTO

Engage all employees
Eliminate waste and variation
Drive constant improvement

LEAN IS BASED ON WIN-WIN PARTNERSHIPS
Lean is about eliminating waste in all its forms throughout the organization to create value for the customer. To
do this you need to empower employees to become problem solvers and to continually ask the question: WHY.
The term Lean was coined years ago by Jim

Lean is a way of thinking – doing more with

Womack and Dan Jones in their classic book

less by taking waste out of the process and

The Machine that Changed the World, which

constantly improving value for the customers.

summarized their observations and conclusions
about Toyota and the Toyota Production System
(TPS) -- and its competition. What is Lean? It’s a
business system that:

100 years ago with Frederick Taylor and
the first Lean Thinkers. He worked to eliminate

• Eliminates waste and variation

waste and create value and flow at his Rouge

• Drives constant improvement

River plant where he made the Model T.
Toyota studied and adapted many of Ford’s

Lean is about creating value by giving
customers what they want, when, where and
how they want it, at a price they are willing to
pay. Activities that contribute towards this are
waste.

Toyota invented Lean. In fact, Lean began over
Scientific Management. Henry Ford was one of

• Engages all employees

said to be value-added. Everything else is

History of Lean - Many people think

ideas to fit their situation of having to make
small lots of cars in-post war Japan with little
capital. They married this learning with their
history of quality built in at the source, the
teachings of Dr. Edward Deming and formed the

Lean is about Creating Value
Give Customers what they want,
when, where and how they want it,
at a price they are willing to pay.
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LEAN BASICS

nucleus of TPS which has continued to evolve

to be waste. There are 8 types of waste; the 7

over many years.

classic wastes plus 1 addition – knowledge

Toyota realized early on that Lean was about

waste.

people. Faced with bankruptcy in the early

To measure how Lean a process is you must

1950’s, Toyota struck a historic bargain with

look at the lead time of the process and use it as

their unions. There would be a layoff of about

a proxy. Lead time is made up of both value

30% of the workforce. In return the company

adding and non-value adding steps. The more

guaranteed no further layoffs and to ensure

non-value adding steps the more waste in the

layoffs never happened again, engaged every

process and the longer the lead time. Typical

team member in continuous improvement and

processes are less than 5% value adding which

the elimination of waste.

leaves a rich opportunity for removing waste.

The three pillars of TPS express this historic
bargain:

Foundations of Lean

• Elimination of Waste

The Toyota Production System is often shown

• Respect for People

as a house. Like any house, it needs a strong

• Continuous Improvement

Elimination of Waste

foundation upon which to build the rest of the

In summary: all work is a process; all
processes have waste and can be improved.
Lean is about engaging people to remove waste
and create more value for customers.

Time (right thing, right time, right quantity) and
Jidoka (built in quality at the source).
The center of the house is people constantly

If you do this, it’s easy to see how Lean
addresses the needs of three main publics of a
company:

solving problems driving improvement across
the organization.
The roof is the True North for the organization

• Employees

which in Toyota’s case is:

• Customers

• Highest Quality

• Shareholders
Lean isn’t a trade-off between improvements
in one area at the sacrifice of another one.
Rather Lean is about making improvements in

Respect for People

house. The pillars holding up the roof are Just in

all three areas so everyone benefits.
Value is defined as something the customer is
willing to pay for. Everything else is considered

• Lowest Cost
• Shortest Lead time
You can see the publics of Customer and
Shareholder being well represented in the True
North vision but what about the Employee

Customer Focus
Highest Quality, Lowest Cost,
Shortest Lead Time
Just-In-Time

Jidoka

Involvement
Flexible, motivated
employees continually
seeking a better way

Continuous Improvement
All work is a process; all
processes have waste and can
be improved. Lean is about
engaging people to remove
waste and create more value for
Customers.

Standardization
Stability
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JUST IN TIME
Sometimes referred to
as Just-About-In-Time
or Almost-In-Time.
WHY? Because
companies try JIT
without standards and
stability so they end up
having too much
variation in the
processes.

Standards & stability build reliability into people, methods, materials and machines
public? Safety is a principle that overrides everything and is built into the
fabric of the way Toyota does its work. It’s so fundamental that it doesn’t
need to be part of True North. To get engagement of people, a safe
workplace, both physically and emotionally, needs to be a priority.

least waste way of getting materials from suppliers through to
customers
2. Flow – occurs in a value stream when waste and variation have
been eliminated. The goal is to have product move from one value
adding step to the next without any waste. Make one – move one.
3.Pull – downstream processes pull from upstream processes only

Standards & Stability

what they need, when they need it and in the quantity they

The two concepts are interconnected. As waste is
eliminated from the process, stability is created which is
locked in through the use of standards. Standards exist for
each of the 4Ms – Man, Machine, Methods and Materials.

need. The value stream uses a single point of schedule and

What You Do Is
What You Get

Standards are pulled in as required as part of the
countermeasures to solve problems the organization is having.
Standards include many of the basic tools of Lean.

everyone is synchronized to this point pulling when product
can’t flow.
Kanbans are used as a signal to connect the processes
through information flow. They indicate materials have been

moved or consumed and so a replacement is required.

• Visual Order (5S) – standards for maintaining order in the workplace
• Visual Management – standards for displaying the status of the
current condition of the work or process

A Supermarket is an organized inventory of materials with defined
home positions for everything and clear standards as to what goes where

• Total Productive Maintenance – team based approach to
maintenance focussed on preventing the deterioration of equipment
• Standardized Work – the current least waste way of performing a
task

and how much should be there.
Lastly, the key to JIT is understanding that it only works when you have
level or smooth demand. JIT does not handle variation well. The
countermeasure is to introduce a levelling tool at the single point of
schedule. This is called Heijunka and is designed ideally to absorb
variation at the point closest to the customer so the rest of the Value

Just in Time (JIT)
Many organizations make the mistake of starting here without working

Steam sees a smooth demand.

to achieve Standard & Stable processes first since they want to obtain
the benefits quicker. This has given JIT a bad name. Just in Time needs a
strong foundation to build upon for it to succeed. Without that strong
foundation you end up building a house of cards.
Just in Time has three main elements:
1. Takt Time – average rate of customer demand. Goal is to balance
production to Takt through the entire supply chain which gives the
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STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT: ENGAGING HEARTS & MINDS
The storytelling approach that visually communicates your plan.
Jidoka (Built in Quality at the
Source)
This is a pillar that is often overlooked.
Organizations want the benefits of JIT
and often end up moving poor quality
materials quickly through the value
stream only to find defects prior to

detect

stop

shipping or even worse, at the customer.
JIT and Jidoka work together. To pull
materials quickly through the value stream in
small lots, you need to ensure that defects are
caught early and corrected. Jidoka is building in
quality at the source so defects aren’t moved to
the next operation in the value stream.
Jidoka is a system of ensuring that only defect
free product is passed from one operation to the
next by stopping work immediately when
problems occur. This means that each operation
needs to be able to self-test to detect defects
before passing them on to the next operation.
Taken one step deeper, this means testing for
the causes of defects and eliminating them so
defects can’t be created in the first place.
The history of Jidoka goes all the way back to
Toyoda (original family name) when it was a
weaving loom company before starting the auto
company. What made Toyoda looms famous
was their ability to detect broken threads and
shut themselves down avoiding the production
of cloth with defects. Team members would
repair the thread and start the machines again.
In this way, high quality cloth was consistently
produced.

Toyota realized that machines were better at
the first two elements but humans were better at
the last two. This leads to designing machines
and operations that can self-detect defects, shut

Strategy Deployment: The roof of
the House
Strategy Deployment is known by many other
names: Hoshin Kanri or Policy Deployment. It’s

need to solve the problems and get the

Toyota’s Planning and Execution System that

operation back up and running again. This

focuses the organization on a few breakthrough

separation of work into what each can do best is

improvement objectives and aligns your

fundamental to the principle of showing respect

activities to accomplishing these objectives. But

for people. It goes deeper than just respect in an

it’s more than that. Most organizations are good

interpersonal conversation. It means giving

at developing plans. It’s the execution of the

people meaningful work that shows respect for

plans and making adjustments when unforeseen

their full abilities. Problem solving certainly fits in

roadblocks appear that is at the heart of

with that.

Strategy Deployment. Rapid response to

Lastly, teams eliminate root causes by working

problems is the part of Strategy Deployment

on countermeasures to problems. Many times

that most organizations miss. Following the

the root cause is an error in an operation that

entire Plan-Do-Check-Adjust cycle makes

caused the defect in the product. Errors are

Strategy Deployment different and powerful.

inevitable. Human beings make errors but errors

Strategy Deployment is a story telling

needn’t become defects. Poka Yoke devices are

approach to strategy. You need to be able to tell

used to prevent these errors. It means

compelling, persuasive stories that engage the

“preventing inadvertent mistakes” since it’s

hearts and minds of everyone in the

believed people don’t make mistakes on

organization.

purpose.

The stories are short stories, not full length
novels, which are condensed down onto an A3.
This is a metric size of paper roughly the same

1. Detect the defect
2. Stop – call for help. Andons are often used.
Make the problem visible!
3. Immediate response – this is the human
system of swarming all over problems when
they occur so production can begin again.
improvement teams

eliminate
root cause

down and call for help. Team members then

Jidoka has four main components:

4. Elimination of root cause through

immediate
response

size as an 11X17 sheet.

True North:
Your strategic &
philosophical
direction

The story begins with True North which is the
strategic and philosophical direction the
organization is heading in.
There are four main parts to Strategy
Deployment:
• Develop the Plan – use A3 thinking.
What’s the problem?, what have we learned
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from the past?, what’s the root cause?, what
is our hypothesis and plan going forward?
The key is this follows PDCA and the
scientific method.

Lean Culture – the Wind that
Fills the Sail
Lean is all about people. People are to

• Deploy the Plan – Breakthrough is

Lean, as the wind is to a sailboat. The

inevitably cross-functional and you must

involvement of skilled, motivated people

utilize key thinkers who can scan across the

continually seeking a better way, brings the

entire organization and ensure plans are not

system to life. You need to engage everyone in

optimized functionally at the expense of the

the organization in improvement so you get a

entire organization. Open, honest debate

little better every day. People deal with problems

called catch-ball ensures consensus is built

every day in most organizations. But in a Lean

as the strategies are deployed.

Culture you use the scientific method to solve

• Monitor the Plan – this is usually the

problems. According to Spears & Bowen, you

weakest link in organizations. After the plan

create a "community of scientists" thereby.

is deployed, many organizations think –

It takes leadership to create such a culture.

that’s it. But no plan goes according to plan

You manage things but lead people. Leaders

so you need a robust check/adjust process

need to change their behavior to create a Lean

to surface problems and respond to them

culture. And to change behavior, you have to

quickly so you get back on plan.

deepen and extend your mental models -- the

• Improve the System – part of the culture

assumptions about how the world works. Lean

of continuous improvement requires

Mental Models are based on a different way of

reflection. A time when you can zoom out

thinking. Here are some examples:

and reflect on the weaknesses of the

• Leader = Teacher

systems. This provides input to Developing

• Go and see for yourself

the Plan so each cycle gets stronger and

• Standards for all important things

stronger.

• Don’t pass defects on -- build quality into

Conventional Thinking:
Problems are garbage - hide
them!
Here are three behaviors to watch out
for:
• “Five Who’s” is common practice,
not “Five Why’s”
• Problems make people feel bad
about themselves
• Team members are discouraged
from making problems visible

THINK LEAN

the process
• Problems are gold -- treasure them
• Everyone solves problems, not just
specialists

Plan, Do, Check,
Act (or as we like to
say, Adjust!)
Problems are gold - treasure
them!
✓ A problem is simply a deviation
from a standard
✓ Problems are the “process
talking to us”
✓ A company with no problems is
on its way to extinction
✓ Lean is designed to make
problems visible
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REMEDY TO BIG COMPANY DISEASE:
See a problem, solve a problem, share the learning.
By practicing Lean mental models, you
create a culture of steady, continuous
improvement.
Here is a corresponding Lean mantra:
• See a Problem
• Solve a problem
• Share the learning
The biggest obstacles are:
• Dysfunctional mental models
• Lack of teachers who can teach through
problem solving
• Absence of students willing to learn this way
• Bias to “Improvement is the change agents
job”

What Does It All Mean For You?
Lean is the world's foremost business system.
The world's best companies practice Lean and
will continue to refine their systems for the

other famous Lean organizations. Make it real

foreseeable future. Lean began in
manufacturing, but has developed deep roots in
Health Care, Financial Services, Process

Lean is
a journey -- a
marathon, not a sprint.
Slow and steady wins
the race.

for you and your organization.
• Provide employees with additional resources
to help ingrain learning like posters, brain

Industries, Construction and many other

boosters, apps, books, and videos.

sectors.
• You need to learn the fundamentals of Lean -by doing. Lean is not a spectator sport!
• You need to translate the fundamentals for
your organization and industry. Don't copy
Toyota, P & G, IBM, UTS, Danaher or any

• It's helpful to have a "sensei" on your journey,
but make sure your sensei is dedicated to
building your capability.
Lean is is a life-long journey. Be humble, be
strong, be cheerful. Every day a little up!

Lean Pathways is an international

Alistair Norval, P.Eng, MBA

LEAN PATHWAYS INC.

consulting firm that helps progressive

Illustrations by:

www.leansystems.org

organizations implement the Lean Business

Dianne Caton

About Lean Pathways

Lean Manifesto authored by:

System. The company has developed a
proven transformation model that roots

Additional Resources

Lean thinking in all areas of the

Lean Production Simplified, and The
Remedy by Pascal Dennis

organization. Lean Pathways has supported
successful transformation in manufacturing,
healthcare, construction, as well as process
and service industries.

Lean Brain Boosters - Thinking Mental
Models, Tools & Leadership cards available
on the website or as an app for your mobile
device.

info@leansystems.org
416-424-3056
660 Eglinton Ave. East
Suite 119-539
Toronto, ON M4G 2K2
Canada
Twitter: @LeanPathways
Blog: http://leanpathways.blogspot.com
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